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Dry-Age a Steak
at home
Yes, you can. But there are certain things to keep in mind or pay very close attention to. Mainly temperature
and humidity. The fact that most people only have one refrigerator makes dry - aging at home challenging.
The more you open your fridge, the more you change the temperature and humidity. If you had a
refrigerator that you didn't open at all... if you dedicated a dorm fridge to dry-aging steaks, for example...
you could put the steak or roast on a nonreactive plastic or stainless steel rack, or right on the coated rack
of the fridge. Close it up and leave it there for five days.
Go to your department store and get a temperature/humidity gauge. They're like ten Dollars. You don't
want it to be too dry and you certainly don't want it to be too damp. I'd say around 60% humidity is going
to be fine. And don't buy a 1-inch ribeye and expect it to age in two weeks. That will just mold. If you're
going to go through the trouble of dry-aging at home, make it an event. Tell your butcher you want at least
two bones worth, or more, of ribeye. And leave the fat cap on. The fat cap will protect the meat, and after
aging, you can peel the cap off, and everything underneath will be nicely aged and preserved. If you only
have one fridge, do it in the crisper drawer and do it for a short period of time. Again, five days is good.
Keep it on a nonreactive rack so air can circulate under it.
Make sure the entire fridge is super-duper clean and sanitized. If there's any mold, the meat will pick it up.
Also, be aware that fat absorbs odors and flavors, so if you made soup and put it in the fridge, the steak
might soak up all those onion and tomato flavors.
Which sounds like it could be good but is actually just really gross. If the meat gets any mold or funk or
dryness on it, take a good look at it. If it's white mold, or a very pale green, take a towel, dip it in white
vinegar and wipe it off. It's not anything to really worry about unless it's very fuzzy or weird colors. If mold
really creeps you out, you shouldn't be aging steaks in the first place. I would only do this if you have a good
source for meat and a good butcher who can really help you along the way.
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Four high end steaks

The four high end steaks

you should know

you should know

Rib eye

Tenderloin

Also Sold As: Beauty Steak, Market Stek, Delmonico Steak, Spencer Steak, Scotch Filet,

Also Sold As: Filet, Filet mignon, Fillet, Châteaubriand (when cut as a large, center-cut roast
feeding two or more), Tournedo (when cut from the smaller tapered section of the tenderloin
closest to the Rib primal).
Where It's Cut From: The central section of the Psoas major muscle in the Short loin primal
of the steer.
What It Tastes Like: Extremely tender with an almost buttery texture. Very low in fat, and
correspondingly low in flavor. To be honest, unless you are looking for a low-fat cut or prize
tenderness above all-else, you're better off with one of the other, less expensive cuts.
The Best Way to Cook It: Pan-frying, or grilling. Because it's so low in fat and fat conducts
heat more slowly than muscle, tenderloins tend to cook much faster than other steaks and are
far more prone to drying out. Pan-frying in oil and finishing by basting it with butter helps add
some richness, as does wrapping it in bacon before grilling (a very common approach). Even
better is to purchase and roast or grill-roast it whole as a Châteaubriand—less surface area
means less moisture loss. Because of its mild flavor, it's often paired with flavorful sauces or
compound butters.

Entrecôte.
Where It's Cut From: The front end of the Longissimusdorsi, from the Rib primal of the steer.
The further towards the head of the steer you get, the more of the Spinalis muscle you'll find in
your steak—that's the cap of meat that wraps around the fatter end of the steak.
What It Tastes Like: Highly marbled with a large swath of fat separating the Longissiumus
from the Spinalis. Fat is where a lot of the distinctive flavor of beef comes from, making ribeye
one of the richest, beefiest cut available. The central eye of meat tends to be smooth textured
with a finer grain than a strip steak, while the Spinalis section will have a looser grain and more
fat.
Many people (myself included) consider the Spinalis to be the absolute tastiest
quick-cooking cut on the cow.
The Best Way to Cook It: Pan-frying, grilling, broiling. Because its copious fat is prone to
causing flare-ups, grilling can be a bit tricky. Have a lid ready, and stand by with the tongs in

Porterhouse

case you need to rapidly spring into action and retrieve them from the depths of a fireball. This
Also Sold As: T-bone (when tenderloin section is 1 inche or thinner)

is my favorite cut for pan-searing.

Where It's Cut From: The T-bone is a two-for-one cut—it's comprised of a piece of tenderloin,
and a piece of strip separated by a T-shaped bone. The regular T-bone is cut from the front end
of the Short loin primal, just after the tenderloin starts, giving it a smallish piece of tenderloin

Striploin

(between 1/2- and 1 1/2-inches wide). A Porterhouse steak, on the other hand, is cut from
Also Sold As: New York Strip, Kansas City Strip, Top Sirloin (which has nothing to do with the

further back and has a section of tenderloin at least 1 1/2-inches wide. See how the two steaks

Sirloin primal of the steer, or the Sirloin Steak, which is an entirely different cut), Top Loin,

fit together?

Shell Steak (when sold bone-in), Contre-filet

What It Tastes Like: The strip section tastes like strip, and the tenderloin tastes like, well,

Where It's Cut From: The Longissimusdorsi muscle, towards the rear-end of the steer in the

tenderloin.

Short loin primal (that's the primal just behind the ribs)

The Best Way to Cook It: Grilling, broiling. Because of the irregularly-shaped bone,

What It Tastes Like: Tight texture with a definite grain means strip steaks are moderately

pan-searing is extremely difficult with a T-bone. As the meat cooks, it tends to shrink down a

tender, but still have a bit of chew. Good marbling and a strong beefy flavor. Not as robust as

bit. The bone ends up protruding, preventing the meat from getting good contact with the pan

ribeye, but much easier to trim with no large pockets of fat, making it an easy-to-cook,

surface, and inhibiting browning. Because of this, you're much better off grilling it.

easy-to-eat cut. A favorite of steakhouses.

But even grilling isn't completely straight-forward. Remember how the leaner tenderloin cooks

The Best Way to Cook It: Pan-frying, grilling, broiling. It's easier to grill than ribeyes, as less
fat means less flarreups, and less burning.

faster than the fattier strip? That problem is compounded by the fact that the tenderloin section
of the T-bone or Porterhouse is much smaller than the strip. The result is a tenderloin that ends
up overcooking before the strip is even close to done.
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is this the real life

is this just fantasy…

Freddie Mercury

Ly Diana

1. Even his official passport read 'Frederick Mercury', despite the fact that his birth name was
Farrokh Bulsara. Calling him anything but Freddie would not be well received, however - he
started using the name 'Freddie' prior to ever arriving in England, and 'Mercury' when Queen
first started.
2. Mercury didn't consider himself a particularly great pianist. As a result, he always dreaded
performing 'Bohemian Rhapsody' in concert because he worried he would mess up on the piano
in the process. In future years, he started using the piano less on albums so he would be free
to dance and run wildly during concerts.
3. In the final scene of Queen's 'It's A Hard Life' video, when Freddie sits down on the steps, he
does so very gingerly, favouring one side over the other. At the time of filming, he had only just
had a plaster cast removed, a souvenir after drunken horseplay went awry one night in the New
York bar in Munich.
4. Mercury was always in his best form at concerts after emotional conflict. Before a show at the
Milton Keynes Bowl, Mercury got into a massive argument with his current beau, Bill Reid, that
culminated with Reid biting Mercury's hand so hard that it left teeth marks and bled profusely.
Another fight left their hotel room with a layer of broken glass and plaster on the carpet.
5. In another incident with Reid, the two of them yelled at each other for so many hours that
Mercury woke up completely hoarse on the day that Queen was scheduled to perform live on
Saturday Night Live, a hugely popular variety show in the USA. The entire day was spent trying
remedies to get his voice back, which he was only barely able to do in time.
6. After boarding a flight to New York from Tokyo one day, Mercury discovered the plane was a
DC10, a model that had had some problems in the past. “DC death more like!” Mercury
remarked, before immediately gathering his things, exiting the plane, and taking the only
available seat on the next flight fourteen hours later - economy class, as opposed to his First
Class seat on the DC10.
7. When Mercury was on tour in the United States, he found out the man he was seeing, Tony
Bastin, had been seen out with someone else. For revenge, Mercury paid for Bastin to fly out to
see him in the US under the pretense of visiting. Mercury met him immediately after his arrival,
told him it was over and then put him on the next plane back to London that day. Mercury also
ept Bastin's cat, Oscar.
8. Mercury loved his cats, so much so that while on tour, Mercury would periodically call home
to talk’ to them. His one-time girlfriend and long-time close friend Mary Austin would hold the
cats up to the phone so they could listen to him speak. He also had portraits painted of them.
9. Mercury's assistants were required to have a pen and paper on them at all times in case
inspiration hit unexpectedly. Lyrics for 'Life Is Real' were started suddenly while flying over the
Atlantic from New York, with what is now the classic line “guilt stains on my pillow” originally
taken down as “cunt stains on my pillow”.
10. October 8th was the last time Freddie Mercury performed on stage. At the time, he was
terribly ill with AIDS, although he didn't want people to know about it. He announced that fact
the day before he died. On November 24th, 1991 Freddie died peacefully at his home in
London.
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Angkor Wat
Interesting facts
Cambodia's famous UNESCO World Heritage Site, Angkor Wat, is breathtaking. You won't soon
forget wandering and exploring the sprawling, carved ruins of a once-great civilization.
- Angkor Wat is the primary reason that more than 50% of international tourists visit Cambodia.
Cambodians are proud of their ancient monument and put it on the Cambodian flag in 1850.
The only other country flag in the world that features a national monument is the current flag
of Afghanistan. Images from Angkor Wat also appear on many denominations of the riel
banknote.
- Constructed in the early 12th century (between 1113 and 1150) Angkor Wat is the largest
religious monument in the world.
- Angkor Wat is unusually oriented to the west, a direction typically associated with death in
Hindu culture. Archaeologists and scholars disagree as to why the ancient builders chose to
deviate from the 'norm' at the time.
- Bas-reliefs at Angkor Wat read counterclockwise, another indication that the temple is
associated with funeral rituals.
- Also unusual for the time of construction, Angkor Wat was dedicated to Vishnu, a Hindu deity,
rather than the current king.
- Angkor Wat was shifted from Hindu to Buddhist use sometime around the late 13th century.
The temple is still used by Buddhists today.
- Jacqueline Kennedy risked a visit to Angkor Wat during the Vietnam War to fulfill a "lifelong
dream" of seeing the monument.
- The Angkor ruins stretch over more than 248 square miles (400 square kilometers).
- The sandstone used to construct Cambodia's national monument, at least 5 million tons
worth, had to be carried from a quarry 25 miles away
- Angkor Wat was made a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1992. The site suffered from decades
of unregulated tourism and looting; many ancient statues have been decapitated and their
heads sold to private collectors. An international collaborative effort has helped to slowly
restore sites and prevent further collapse of unstable structures.
- Sokimex, a private company founded by an ethnic Vietnamese-Cambodian businessman, has
rented Angkor Wat from Cambodia since 1990 and manages tourism there
- The Angkor temple Ta Prohm -- famous for the large vines that strangle the ruins -- was used
as the set for the hit movie Tomb Raider. Paramount was charged US $10,000 per day for seven
days to film there. Unfortunately, some of the iconic trees growing through the ruins at Ta
Prohm have had to be removed to preserve the temple from further collapse.
- The original outer wall at Angkor Wat once enclosed the temple proper, city, and royal palace,
occupying a space of 203 acres or 820,000 square meters. Nothing remains of the wall today.
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Wednesday

Monday

Dame

Wine Appreciation

50% off on steak for lady

new york

steakhouse

Enjoy an evening out with your best girlfriends now

50% off

25% off

bottles vnd 1.500.000 and under

bottles over vnd 1.500.000

bottles usd 75 and under

bottles over usd 75

Tuesday
Bone-in

33 % on bone-in steak
The Porterhouse is kind of a composite steak
coming from the point where the tenderloin and sirloin meet
The cowboy steak is juicy bone-in ribeye
One of the most tender beef cuts.

no good ladies' night out is complete without eating great food.
And at The NYSH, we specialize in great food. Actually fun, fabulous,
sharable, lovable, incredible, too good to refuse food is more like it.

Sunday
Package

4 to 6 people

6 to 8 people

Appetizers

Appetizers

1.1 kg of US beef
(sirloin, rib eye, tenderloin)

6 side dishes

1.4 kg of US beef
(sirloin, rib eye, tenderloin)

8 side dishes

Chocolate mousse

Chocolate mousse

2.250.000 ++ vnd
110+ usd

2.950.000 ++ vnd
145+ usd

Món Khai Vi / Appetizers
Súp hành, phômai nướng

150.000

Baked onion soup

Súp kem nấm

150.000

Creamy mushroom soup

Súp khoai tây, bắp và ba rọi xông khói

150.000

Potato bacon & corn chowder soup

Súp tôm hùm

200.000

Creamy lobster bisque

Cá hồi xông khói và măng tây

200.000

Smoked Pacific salmon and asparagus

Bò tái sống lát mỏng

200.000

Beef carpaccio

Xà lách kiểu Niçoise

200.000

Salade Niçoise

Xà lách kiểu Steakhouse

200.000

New-Yorker salad

Xà lách “Caesar“

200.000

Classic Caesar salad

Tôm áp chảo rượu mạnh

250.000

Shrimps bourbon whiskey flambée

Sò điệp cuộn thịt ba rọi chiên chảo

350.000

Char grilled sea scallops wrapped in bacon

Gan ngỗng áp chảo, xốt nấm truffle

390.000

Pan-seared foie gras with truffle sauce

Món chính / Entrees
Slightly Smaller
Dry- Aged
160 gr Bò nạc vai thượng hạng băm nhỏ
Steak tartar (Pan fried or raw)

Classic Medium
Wet- Aged
300.000

250 gr

125 gr Phi lê thăn nội cỡ nhỏ

400.000

350.000

300 gr

170 gr Phi lê thăn nội, gan ngỗng, nấm truffle

700.000

600.000

230 gr

Petit fillet

Tournedos Rossini

Large to Share
500 gr Thăn ngoại kiểu “New York” cỡ lớn
Double New York sirloin signature steak

Dry- Aged

Wet- Aged

600.000

500.000

800.000

650.000

800.000

650.000

Thăn ngoại kiểu “New-York”
New-York sirloin steak

Đầu thăn ngoại
Rib-eye

Phi lê thăn nội
Beef fillet

Daddy’s Entrees

Dry- Aged

Wet- Aged

1.100.000

900.000

Phi lê cá hồi, đậu cô ve xào
Broiled salmon fillet , sauteed haricot vert

Phi lê thăn nội & tôm hùm

1.300.000

Surf & turf

Mì Ý hải sản
Seafood pasta

600 gr Phi lê thăn nội
Chateaubriand

800 gr
800 gr

1.900.000

1.600.000

Gà nướng, khoai tây chiên
Grilled chicken barbecue, French fries

Sườn chữ T cỡ lớn

1.800.000

Porterhouse

Sườn đầu thăn ngoại
Bone in ribeye

2.200.000

1.800.000

Đùi Cừu hầm, khoai tây nghiền
Slow braised lamb shank, mashed potato

Các loại thịt nướng (gà, cừu, heo, bò) dành cho 2 người
Mixed grill for 2 (chicken, lamb, pork, beef)

450.000
450.000
450.000
450.000
900.000

Vui lòng chờ 30 phút cho nướng kiểu “tái sống” / Allow us 30 minutes for medium rare

Món Ăn Kèm / Sides
Xà lách dầu dấm / Green salad

95.000

Bắp non xào ba rọi xông khói / Sauteed corn & bacon

110.000

Khoai tây nghiền / mashed potato

95.000

Khoai tây nướng với phô mai / Potato au gratin

110.000

Khoai tây chiên / French fries

95.000

Bông lơ xanh hấp bơ / Steamed broccoli with butter

110.000

Khoai tây nướng / Baked potato

95.000

Ba rọi xông khói cuộn măng tây / Asparagus wrapped w/ bacon

110.000

Nấm tươi xào gia vị / sauteed mushroom

95.000

Hành tây chiên giòn / Crispy onion rings

110.000

Đậu ve xào tỏi / sauteed garlic haricot vert

95.000

Khoai tây chiên vị nấm truffle và Parmesan / Parmesan truffle fries

120.000

Mì ống & phô mai /

95.000

Rau bó xôi trộn kem và truffles /creamy truffles spinach

160.000

Mac & Cheese

Giá trên tính theo tiền vnd và chưa bao gồm 10% thuế GTGT & 5% phí phục vụ / all prices are in VND and subject to 5 % service charge & 10% VAT
Giá trên có thể thay đổi tùy theo sự thay đổi của tỉ giá tiền dollar Mỹ/ might be adjust following exchange rate

halong bay
Interesting facts
Located in the Quang Ninh province of Vietnam is Halong Bay.
This bay is famous for its more than 1960 limestone, rocky, tall islands which are rich in tropical
vegetation. Halong Bay is approximately 579 square miles in size and is home to approximately
1600 fishermen who live in floating villages. The rich bio-diversity of the bay, and its beauty
and its history has captured the interest of many throughout the ages. It is classified as both a
World Heritage Site by UNESCO, and as one of the New 7 Wonders of Nature.
- Halong Bay means 'descending dragon bay'. Legend states that gods sent dragons, who
dropped jewels and jade from their mouths into the bay, creating the islands.
- Research has shown that there were prehistoric humans in the area tens of thousands of years
ago.
- The bay extends 120km along the coastline and is 1,553 square kilometers in size.
- Many of the more than 1960 islands have secluded beaches, grottos and caves.
- Some of the wildlife found on the islands include: monkeys, birds, lizards, and even antelopes.
- There are 450 different mollusks and 200 different species of fish in Halong Bay.
- Most of the islands in Halong Bay are limestone. This limestone has been forming for over
500 million years.
- Less than half of the islands have been named. Many of the names come from the shape of
the islands themselves, such as Mai Nha Island (roof) and Voi Island (elephant).
- Many of the islands are untouched due to their steep edges and heights which make it too
dangerous to explore.
- Some of the islets (small islands) rise from the water to heights of up to 330 feet.
- The most famous grottos in Halong Bay are Heavenly Residence Grotto (ThienCung), Surprise
Grotto (Sung Spot), Driftwood Grotto (Dau Go) and Three Palace Grotto (Tam Cung). The
grottos in Halong Bay are some of the most spectacular in the world. Many are open to visitors
but a number of others are not in an attempt to preserve their integrity.
- Nguyen Tai, a scholar and poet wrote about Halong Bay 500 years ago, calling it “rock wonder
in the sky”.
- The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism of Vietnam listed Halong Bay in the National Relics
and Landscapes publication in 1962.
- UNESCO classified the core of Halong Bay as a World Heritage Site in 1994.
- Ho Chi Minh, who was both the prime minister and the president of Vietnam at different times,
called Halong Bay 'the wonder that one cannot impart to others'.
- The mines placed in the channels between the islands by the U.S. Navy during the Vietnam
War there is still a threat to shipping today.
- Many of the species of endangered fish in Halong Bay are being threatened by the game
fishing that occurs near the coral reefs.
- Halong Bay was classified as one of the New 7 Wonders of Nature in 2012.
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Laguiole

Laguiole

Honoré Durand

Honoré Durand

History, legends and traditions
La coutellerie de laguiole Honoré Durand has chosen a logo saying "laguiole de l'artisan" (the
craftsman's knife) inserted inside a bull's silhouette. It prooves the knives authenticity, added
to a quality handcraft increase in value.Written as laguiole , and pronounced as "layole". The
old pronounciation, in occitan, was preserved, this is the reason why one says "layole". 1829
The folding laguiole knife with forced notch is born. This model is very close to the current
version which we all know. Aubrac is a vast plateau with isulated farms where several families
live. The elder ones left to catalonia for the winter season and worked as sawyers. Some of
them returned with a spanish knife in their pocket: the navaja. The laguiole knife slender
handle and the yatagan shaped blade are inspired from this knife.
The local production is ensured by some craftsmen (often blacksmiths) and makes it possible
to supply the needs of the peasants of l'aubrac.
The knife has a very single line. Most of all it is a practical and useful tool. It evolves according
to the need of its users.
- The punch appears around 1840. This tool is intended for the breeders.the cows having the
paunch which inflates resulting from the fermentation of wet grass. The punch is used to
perforate the paunch. The punch was also used like an awl to pierce leather.
- The corkscrew was added in 1880. This accessory was added when "rouergats" moved to paris
to be coal merchants or bar keepers.
A few legends, rumours and traditions
What means the cross on the laguiole knife handle?
It is called the "shepherd's cross"
It appeared quite recently: end of the xixth century. Twice a year the bovine transhumance
occurs on the vast basaltic aubrac plateau where the laguiole village is located in may, the

What insect is represented on the spring?
It is the bee, symbol of the Laguiole knife.
Our local legend says it is Napoleon Bonaprte's imperial seal that was offered to the Laguiole
town for token of his gratitude for the men's courage during the battles.
The bee is a technical term used by manufacturers to designate the springhead. On our famous
knife the springhead is a bee.
Beware, a bee on a knife does not guaranty the quality or origin of the knife!
Is the bee the only pattern on the spring?
Still a reference to the ancient Laguiole knives 100 or 150 years old, the bee is not the only
pattern you can have on your Laguiole knife spring. We offer a varietyof choices: a human face,
a four-leaf clover (a token of lucky charm), a scallop shell (a reference to the path to Santiago
de Compostela which goes across the Aubrac region), a smoooh bee, without a pattern, very
stylized,...
We resumed the traditional manufacturing which was realised on the clients' demand. We offer
to customize entirely your Laguiole knife with whatever pattern you wish.
Why a Laguiole knife has to be sold and cannot be given?
Superstition is the reason.
The custom says that a cutting object cannot be given in order to avoid the risk of cutting the
love or frienship existing between the person who gives the present and the one who receives
it.
To ward off misfortune or to maintain tradition, the person who receives a knife as a gift has to
give a coin to the the one who offers the knife, the present becomes a trade.
A few popular rumours about the Laguiole knives
- If you watch the knife horizontally with the bee downwards when the blade is folded, you will
see that the top bolsterlooks like a whale head.
- In a laguiole knife, the blade symbolises water, the handle earth and the brass bolsters stands
for fire.
- The blunt edge of the knife blade represents the days of the week.
- A 2 pieces laguiole knife handle composed of a blade and corkscrew is called a handle "woman
leg"
because if the bottom bolster is concave, then it looks like stiletto heels with the female calf
above...

sunday closest to the 20 and in october on saint géraud day). In the old days, the distance was
covered by foot on the paths called drailles and thus the transhumance was a severldays
expedition. In our region were the catholic religion had a great importance, the transhumant
shepherds used to stick their knife's blade into the bread. The cross was standing for an oratory
for prayer (one says it is the shepherd's rosary). That is why this decoration appears on one sid
side of the handle only.
The ancient laguiole knives bear this decoration most of the time but other patterns adorned
the knives on the customers demand.

www.layole.com
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Big Apple
26 Facts about New-York that will blow your mind
1. Madison Square Park, Washington Square Park, Union Square Park, and Bryant Park used to
be cemeteries. There are 20,000 bodies buried in Washington Square Park alone.
2. It can cost over $289,000 for a one-year hot dog stand permit in Central Park.
3. The city of New York will pay for a one-way plane ticket for any homeless person if they have
a guaranteed place to stay.
4. On Nov. 28, 2012, not a single murder, shooting, stabbing, or other incident of violent crime
in NYC was reported for an entire day. The first time in basically ever.
5. It takes 75,000 trees to print a Sunday edition of the New York Times.
6. There is a birth in New York City every 4.4 minutes.
7. There is a death in New York City every 9.1 minutes.
8. The Federal Reserve Bank on New York's Wall Street contains vaults that are located 80 feet
beneath the bank and hold about 25 percent of the world's gold bullion.
9. The borough of Brooklyn on its own would be the fourth largest city in the United States.
Queens would also rank fourth nationally.
10. New York City has the largest Chinese population of any city outside of Asia.
11. More than 47 percent of New York City's residents over the age of 5 speak another
language other than English at home.
12. New York's Central Park is larger than the principality of Monaco.
13. Women may go topless in public, providing it is not being used as a business.
15. New York City served as the capital of the United States in the 1780s before it was moved
to Philadelphia and then Washington D.C.
16. There was one homicide on 9/11, and it remains unsolved.
17. Albert Einstein's eyeballs are stored in a safe deposit box in the city.
18. New York City's Chinatown is the largest Chinese enclave in the Western Hemisphere.
19. Phantom of the Opera is currently the longest running show in Broadway history, with over
9100 performances.
20. Central Park was the first public landscaped park in all of the United States.
21. The Jewish population in NYC is the largest in the world outside of Israel.
22. There are tiny shrimp called copepods in NYC's drinking water.
23. 100 million Chinese food cartons are used annually in New York City.
24. There is a secret train platform in the Waldorf Astoria hotel.
25. The Big Apple is a term coined by musicians meaning to play the big time.
26. New York City taxi cabs are yellow because according to car salesman John Hertz (1907),
yellow is the easiest color to spot at a distance.
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a perfect steak

What goes into cooking a perfect steak? Is it the ingredients or the method of cooking like
grilling, pan frying, roasting, marinating or simply the cook's expertise that make steakhouses
steak simply delicious? No, the answer lies in steak itself - the perfect steak.

Know the grades: Grades signify the age and marbling of beef. Prime, choice and select are
three grades of beef sold at retail outlets. Prime grade is best, expensive but highly tender with
more marble. Prime grade is usually sold at specialty meat markets. Choice has less marbling
than prime but more than select grade. Select grade is cheap, less flavorful and less tender. In
a grocery store, choice grade is usually kept in the service meat case and the select is kept in
the self-service meat area. Compared to 'choice' or 'select', 'prime' grade has more fat.

So, how do you select the perfect steak? Read further. Find answers to many aspects related to
cooking delicious steak recipes at home. Learn how to pick best steak and how to store
beefsteak. Different steak cuts require different cooking methods. Explore many wonderful
easy ways to cook steak. Try delicious steak recipes. Homemade delicious steak recipes will
leave your taste buds wanting more and more of beefsteak.
All about steak
Americans are very fond of red meat. Annually, on an average, Americans consume around 67
pounds of beef. Typically steak is a slice of meat cut from the fleshy part of beef. It is rich in
zinc, selenium, phosphorous, iron and B vitamins. Beef is the richest source of Carnitine - the
nutrient involved in the transport of long chain fatty acids into the power house of cells mitochondria. Translated into plain English, what that means is Carnitine - the substance found
in beef - about 95 mg of Carnitine for every 3.5 Oz of beef, will help to improve your exercise
performance, may help to reduce the total cholesterol and triglycerides levels and may help you
to combat chronic fatigue syndrome. Some cuts of Beef may even contain less fat than a
skinless chicken thigh. Steak is high in calories too due to high level of fat and protein content.
But when excess fat is removed, steak can be a healthy diet. Calorie conscious steak lovers can
go for the leanest pieces of steak with low calories.
Grass fed Beef offers more beta carotene, Vitamin E and Omega 3 Fatty acids than conventional
grain feed beef according one study by the University of California Cooperative Extension and
California State University. In the long past, cattle grazed on grass and hay while in the recent
times cattle are feed with grains. The grass fed cattle fattened fast and produce fat marbled
meat. 'Marbling' is a term associated with determining the quality of steak. Marbling is a special
kind of fat that keeps the meat fibers from tightening during cooking. It helps beef remain juicy
and brings a special flavor. Shopping becomes easier if you learn to find if the fat is finely
speckled throughout the meat. When the steak is cooked, marbling melts, makes the beef juicy
and lends beef a unique flavor. More marbling ensures better quality of steak. Marbling is also
referred to as the taste fat.
Steak buying guide

Appropriate cuts and cooking: Determining the meal is an important step before buying beef.
In order to relish best steak taste and to cook beef properly, co-ordinate right beef cuts with
suitable cooking method. There isn't a single ideal cooking method for steaks. Depending on the
where the meat was located and its tenderness, cooking methods differ.
Ideal steak size: 1½" is the ideal steak size and it can go upto 2 inches. Because thinner the
steak easier the cooking. In case you can't find the ideal steak size, try and get the meat cut.
No to flavored steak: Some shops sell steak injected with flavors or dipped in a water solution.
You will pay extra as the weight of the steak increases. The steak may turn mushy as dipping
in water solution can make the steak break down.
Easy online buying: Online steak buying indeed saves commuting time and also helps save gas.
Determine method of cooking and the preferred quantity before placing an online order. Always
select destinations that are widely acknowledged for selling quality steak. Read reviews to
gather information on quality as well as delivery commitments. Check if a particular site is best
rated for a select streak cut. In the United States, Texas, Montana, Nebraska, Wyoming are
places well known for best beef. Buy only from reputed online steak selling sites.
How to cook steak
Given the nature of steak, there is no single ideal cooking method. A lot depends on the
tenderness. As such, cooking methods are classified as either dry heat methods or moist heat
methods. Take a look at best cooking method with respect to specific beef cuts.
Steaks dry heat-cooking method: Mostly the tender portions of beef are well suited for dry heat
cooking method. Grilling, broiling, roasting and sautéing are the various dry heat cooking
options. The cooking is usually done in an open pan with no liquids or oils. In fact, the steaks
are allowed to cook in own fat. Beef cuts from the loin and rib are appropriate for dry heat
cooking method.

There are many advantages to learning about different streak cuts and its characteristics.
Streak buying can be more productive than before. Be aware of which area the streak belongs
to, the level of fat content, which steak is flavorful, which is boneless and bone-in, which steak
is tougher and the steak that is healthier of the lot. Depending on the characteristics select the
method of cooking recommended and experience best tastes.

Steaks moist heat-cooking method: The tougher cuts of beef taste best when moist heat
cooking method is adopted. Braising, pot-roasting and stewing are some moist heat cooking
methods. Herein, a little amount of liquid is added and the steak is cooked slowly or in medium
flame duly covered with a lid. This method makes the tough steak tenderize. Beef cuts from the
round, brisket, flank, plate, shank and chuck are most appropriate for moist cooking method.
These lesser tender cuts can also be broiled if marinated earlier.

Check freshness: Find the meat cut day and the sell-by date. Fresher the steak better would be
the flavor. Select steak that looks bright and cherry-red in color. But, vacuum-packaged beef
appears dark, purplish-color as the air inside has been removed from the package. Also,
packaged steak must not have excessive moisture. Feel the beef texture. It should be firm but
not soft. Steaks with brown splotches suggest age and have actually crossed the shelf period.

Safe steak cooking: To ensure safety, the USDA has laid out safe steak cooking temperature. A
cut of meat should be cooked to a minimum of 145 degrees Fahrenheit (medium rare), 160
degree Fahrenheit (medium) and 170 degree Fahrenheit (well done). Use a food instant-read
thermometer to check temperature. Ensure that the thermometer is inserted horizontally from
the side so that it penetrates the thickest part of the steak.
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Side dishes
Collection
Like a supporting actor, side dishes help elevate steaks to greatness. Perfectly cooked spinach,
crisp, golden French fries or a spoonful of fluffy mashed potatoes round out the plate,
transforming an excellent steak into a memorable meal.
Perhaps because of that early role as chief veg preparer and gravy maker, our chef have a
strong interest in making side dishes as interesting as possible. It seems that many people
place too much attention, and many home cooks expend a disproportionate amount of effort,
on the protein element of a meal. Subsequently, the veg, carbs and sauces get ignored. Which
is surely wrong.
A lavish Ribeye or a Porterhouse certainly deserves to be matched with thoughtful support, not
bland or underwhelming fodder.
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The most competitive American Steakhouse in town

